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Policy Perspectives on OTC Derivatives Market Infrastructure

Darrell Duffie, Ada Li, and Theo Lubke
I.

Introduction

In the wake of the recent financial crisis, over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives have been blamed for

increasing systemic risk, that is, the risk of a significant loss in the effectiveness of the financial system.
Over-the-counter derivatives markets are said to be complex, opaque, and prone to abuse by market
participanls who would take irresponsibly large amounts of risks.
Although OTC derivatives were not a central cause of the crisis, weaknesses in the infrastmcture of
dcrivativcs markcts did cxaccrbatc thc crisis. If uscd propcrly, howcvcr, ovcr-thc-countcr dcrivativcs
provide important risk management and liquidity benefits to the tinancial system. Policymakers and
regulators have proposed laws and regulations for OTC derivatives markets that are designed to lower
systemic risk and to improve market transparency.
Here, we discuss how the New York Fed and other regulators could improve UTe derivatives markets in
light of tile weaknesses iuentifieu in the recent clisis. VvlJile new legislation is also neeueu, regulators
have not waited tor legislation to demand improvements in the infrastructure of these markets, and have
worked in concert with other market participants and policymakers to this end for the past several years.
Thc Ncw York Fcd and othcr rcgulators arc advocating:
•

•
•
•
•

greater use of central clearing counterparties (CCPs), through the encouragement of initiatives by
market participants, and through harmonization of capital regulations that provide additional
incentives ror central clearing.
mandatorY rcporting of non-clcarcd OTC dcrivativcs to tradc rcpositorics.
increased market transparency through the publication of price and volume information.
the use of exchanges and electronic trading platfollls for sufficiently actively traded products.
stronger operational and risk-management practices, including collateral management and
multilateral trade compression.

n. Over-the-Counter Trading, EHhange Trading, and Clearing
An over-the-counter trade is privately negotiated between the buyer and seller. In contrast, an exchange

is a centralized facility, such as an electronic communications network, for matching the bids and offers
of many buyers and sellers. Any derivatives trade, whether executed on an exchange or over the cOlmter,
can be cleared through a central cOlmterparty, which effectively assumes responsibility for the
counterparty performance of both sides of a trade, as we will explain in Section IV. Essentially all
derivatives traded on exchanges are centrally cleared. Over-the-counter derivatives are cleared if both
parties decide to assign the trade to a central counterparty, and if the central counterparty accepts the
assignment. Regulators have prioriti/.eu the increased use of clearing f()r OTC derivatives trades in order
to reduce svstemic risk
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TTl. Recent Improvements in the OTC Derivatives Market

Regulatory efforts over the past four years have significantly improved a market that had been fraught
with incfficient systems and processes - especially in the case of credit derivatives. In 2005, the
exceptional grO\vth of the credit derivatives market had outpaced the capability of dealers' processing
systems, leading to large backlogs of lUlconfimled trades. These unconfirmed trades had potentially
uncertain legal statuses, often for lengthy periods of time, and limited the ability of dealers to accurately
determine their eounterpmiy exposures, a risk management concern that also increased systemic risk. In a
typical one-month period during 2005, tor every new trade that a dealer executed, there were about 10
1
aged unconfirmed trades.
Since 2005, the markers trade processing efficiency has improved markedly. Today, for every 100 new
credit derivative transactions, there arc fewcr than 10 aged unconfirmed trades. Without the demands
made by regulators for improvements in tins market, OTC derivatives might have contributed to even
greater systemic risk at tile time of Lehman's default. Fin11S tl1at had derivatives positions ",itl1 Lelmlan
(its "counterparties") were forced to terminate many of those traIlsactions when Lehman declared
bankruptcy. Of over 900,000 OTC derivatives trades on Lehman's books, only one transaction has been
challenged due to all open confirmation. Ufthe settlement payments due on credit derivatives with \\11ich
protection was sold against Lehman's default, the DTCC, which handled the bulk of these settlements,
reported no tailures to pertoml. Had typical 2005 uncontirmed trade levels persisted through September
200R, however, Lehman's failure could have been far more chaotic, posing the potential for systemically
dangerous defensivc behavior by those market participants who wcre unaware ofthe extent of their credit
derivatives exposures, not only to Lelnnan but to other importaIlt cOlUlterparties. In Section VII, we
discuss this type of behavior. which can lead to a run on a large weak counterparty or distortions in
market prices.
Table I lnghlights some of the additional achievements that have been made by market participaIlts in
response Lo regulatory demands to reduce risk and increase market e11iciency.
Table 1. Improvements to the Over-the-Counter Market Spurred by Regulators
A central repository for credit derivatives trades was created2 • Certain eyents can trigger changes in the tenns
ofa credit derivative position mer ils contracluallifetime. Before 2005. the legal copy ofa confimled trade between
two parties had not bcen stored in a central location, making it difficult to track changes to contract tcrms.
Regulators asked market participants to create a central repository to log all credit derivatives trades. In addition to
facilitating the processing of various lifecycle events, in late 2008, this central repository. kepl al the DTCC, became
a key source of credit derivatives data for regulators and the general public. Similar efforts arc now underway for
derivatives linked to interest rates and equities. Section VII otlers a further discussion on the role of trade
repositories for improving transparency.
Despite continuinl( I(rowth in tradinl( volume, backlol(s of unconfirmed trades have decreased3 • In 2005,
immature infrastructure and lack of automation had led to long processing lags between the times at which trades are
executed and the times at which they hecome legally matched contracts. These lags were responsihle tor a large
backlog of trades with legally uncertain status. Regulators set stringent targets and deadlines tor dealers to reduce
This is based on regular monthly metrics collected on new trade volume and tU1confirmed trades aged over 30 days for the top 14 credit
denvatives dealers in December 2005.
For more infoffilation on the DICC Trade Information \Varehouse and the services that it provides, please Vlsit
http://'V'lvw. dtcc. com/products/den "serv.' sUlte/ps_ mdex php
3 Quarterly metrics on aggregate dealer performance against commitments to regulators are complIed by Markit.Partners available at:
http://W\Vw.markit com/en/products/research-and-reports/metrics/metrics.page7
1

1
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their backlogs and increase both automation and processing efficiency for OTC derivatives. The processing lags and
backlogs oflegally uncertain trades have been dramatically reduced.
Market participants have increased transparency regarding their counterparties: In 2005, client tirms would
typically assign their trades to other dealer counterparties through a process known as novation (as illustmted in the
Appendix), without all parties being informed of the assignment. This led to a lack of awareness by dealers of the
identities of their ultimate counterparty, resulting in trade-match failures and breaks in payment flows. To address
this, market participants set up a mandatory protocol b) which novating pm1ies would obtain the consent of those
parties remaining on the trade. This ensured that all parties would henceforth be aware of the identities of their
counterparties at all times.
Impro\'ements to CDS mar'ket design enable the market to handle record levels of bankruptcies 5 In typical
market practice prior to 2005, credit-derivative settlements payments called for the delivery of bonds of the
defaulting bOlTOwer referenced in the credit default swap (CDS). The total of outstanding CDS positions referencing
a particular borrower is often large relative to the quantity of bonds of that borrower available in the market. As a
result, a default or othcr market event triggering the settlement of CDS contracts often caused a scramble for
sufficient deliverable bonds, artificially driving up the prices of those bonds. In response, market participants created
an auction process that allows parties to settle CDS contmcts without the need to deliver bonds. The auction
determines a settlement price for the bond that leaves most parties indifferent between settling the CDS through
physical delivery of bonds in return for cash, and settling in cash only for the net value. 6 In the past 12 months, the
market has successfully settled 50 CDS corporate credit events. In the preceding three-year period there was an
average of only three such CDS settlement events per year.
Aggregate CDS outstanding positions are cut in half. Before 2007, active market participants typically held large
simultaneous long and short CDS positions referencing the same underlying borrower. There \'ias significant
unnecessary eounterparty exposure and no economic benefit to maintaining these positions. The market devised a
strategy called "portfolio compression" (illustrated in the Appendix) for collapsing these superfluous positions, thus
reducing the associated counterpart) risk. Since January 2008, over $47 trillion in notional CDS positions have
becn eliminated from thc market through portfolio compression, reducing the total notional amount of outstanding
CDS positions from a peak of over $60 trillion to a current level of about $26 trillion, after allowing for additional
trading in the interim.
Dealers now know the daily value of their collateralized portfolios with each other, Dealers had bcen
inconsistent in monitoring and managing the counterpart)· risks of their urc derivatives positions, including the
frequency of exchange of collateral. Regulators required major market participants to adhere to at least daily
monitoring of the values of their OTC derivatives portfolios with each other. This enabled tirms to make more
timely and accurate collateral exchanges. In addition. a new protocol has been introduced for the safe and timely
resolution of disputes over the appropriate amount of collateml to exchange .

CI'he m::lTket-prescnhed process for novatIons was released hy an mdustry tmde rrSSOclrrtlon known a<; the InternatlOnal Swaps ::lnd I)en\'atlves
Association ,JSDA). lvfore mformation on this and other protocols can be accessed at ISDA's website at www.isda.org.
5Mu1e infunnaLwIl OIl the history of proces:::,ing CDS creJiL evenLs a:::, well a:::, the acLual JUGunH:~nLaLlUn [01 the auctiun-baseJ sdLlemenL

.t

meCha111Sl11 are available at www.isda.orgicredit.
For more infoffiwtion on the credit event auctions, please visit:
http://v.ww.crcditflxings.com linfonnati on! affiliatl ons/fixmgs/auctions/docs/credit _ cvcnt_aucti on_pnmcr.pdf

6
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As the tahle highlights, many early regulatory initiatives treated operational prohlems, particularly trade
proccssing incfficicncics. By mid-2007, howcvcr, rcgulators rcalizcd that additional improvcments to
market infrastmeture and practices would be necessary in order to bring OTC derivatives markets to a
levcl of operational reliability and systemic safety similar to that of other systemically important markets
(for example, exchange-traded derivatives, such as futures). The focus of regulators has expanded
accordingly, as we shall explain later in this paper.

IV. OTC Derivatives Counterparty Risks, amI Clearing

Even while it perfollls as intended, an OTC derivatives contract exposes its holders to the risk of loss in
two ways: through the performance of the underlying asset and through the potential default of the
cOlmterparty. For example, a forward contract for oil causes a loss to the buyer and a gain to the seller
when the price of oil declines, and vice versa when oil prices rise. Any loss to one counterparty is the gain
of the other. In addition, each counterparty is exposed to the default of the other. For example, suppose
the buyer of the oil forward contract has a position worth $100 million, assuming perfonnance by the
seller. If the seller declares bankruptcy, the buyer may lose some or all of this potential $1 UU million
value. The buyer's position is thus, in some respects, like that or a lender to the seller. Counterparty
credit risk, that is, the risk of holding a contract with a tirm that could potentially tail to fultill its
ohligations, is a major consideration of participants in the OTC derivatives market.
Counterparty credit risk rises to the level of systemic risk when the failure of a market participant with an
extremely large derivatives portfolio could trigger large
losses on its derivatives trades,
threatening the
one or Illore of its counterparties.....'
Systemic risk also arises when the tear of such a failure could
counterparties to attempt to avoid II
potential losses by reducing their exposures to a large weak market participant, possibly contributing to a
"run" that indeed accelerates the failure of that market participant. An additional fonn of systemic risk
that can arise tram the actnal or anticipated tailure of a large urc derivatives market participant is the
potential for an accompanying "fire sale," which can lead to significant price volatility or price distortions
(in both derivative markcts and underlying asset markets) when countcrparties suddcnly attempt to
replace their positions with the distressed firm, and otherwise attempt to sell risky assets in favor of safer
assets, a "flight to quality." Through price impacts, such a fire sale or flight to quality could cause failurethreatening losses to some market participants, even those with no direct cOlmterparty credit risk to the
filll in question.

Comment [bl]: Iwonderwhether an

I

Counterparty credit risk can often be reduced by "clearing," which means obtaining the effect of a
guarantee by a central counterparty (CCP), sometimes called a clearing house. The CCP stands between
the two original counterparties, acting as the seller to the original huyer, and as the buyer to the original
seller. Figure 1 illustrates the diflerence between an OTC market without central clearing, and one with a
CCP, which can also handle trades executed on exchanges.

immediate default is too strong? 1\
dealer's exposures Bfter counter party
netting and collateral to anyone
CQunterparty issmatl relative to its
capital. I\n initial default would certainly
call into question the financial condition
of a counterparty, but whether that
threatens a second round default of the
counterparty would depend on other
things as well such as the counterparty's
funding/liquidity profile.
In anye-vent, I thinkthere"sreason to be
concerned about the counterparty's loss
offlnanclal strength and ability to
continue to provide financial services,
even if insolvency Is not at issue.
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Figure 1.
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In order to be tinanciallv resilient, a CCP relies on a range of controls and methods, including stringent
membership access, a robust margining regime, and clear detault management procedures.

Because its long and short positions are automatically otfsetting, a CCP has no losses or gains on a
derivatives contract so long as the original counterparties to the trade continue to perform. The CCP is,
however, exposed to counterparty credit risk from each of its participants. Because of this risk, and
because of the systemic importance of CCPs, regulators and CCPs should demand strict acceptance
criteria to market participants that v,ish to obtain the right to clear their trades with CCPs by becoming
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clearing memhers. Clearing memhers mllst also provide margin 7 that can he used to offset losses to the
CCP in thc cvent that thc mcmbcr fails to pcrform on its clcarcd dcrivativcs positions. Wc will latcr
explain how an appropriate amOlmt of margin can be determined.
Beyond demonstrating its financial strength and providing margin, each CCP member must also
contribute capital to a pooled CCP guarantee fund, in an amount that does not depend on the trades that
the member clears. The guarantee fund is a second layer of defense, after margin, to cover losses
stemming limn the failure of a member to perform on a cleared derivative. For example, suppose that
Counterparty X fails, and as a result "owes" the CCP $lOU million, retlecting the cost to the CCP of
unwinding its derivatives positions with X Suppose that X had posted $RO million in margin with the
CCP. The CCP would first apply this margin toward the umvinding costs. The remaining $20 million
necessary to lmwind the failed derivatives positions with X would be taken from the pooled guarantee
fund. All clearing mcmbcrs would thcn sharc in thc rcplenishmcnt ofthc loss to thc guarantcc fund.
Regulators should ensure that a CCP's guarantee fund is large enough to allow the CCP to withstand
extreme but plausible loss scenarios, including the failure of the two largest participants in the CCP. This
would be a significant increase over current international standards, which call for the protection of only
the single largest failure. Additionally, "extreme but plausible" loss scenarios should encompass, at a
minimum, the largest historical observed price movements in that market. TIle cOlTesponding si/ing of
the guarantee fund should be reassessed by the CCP and regulators on a regular basis.
Thc amount of margin posted with a CCP is bascd on an analysis, somctimcs complex, of thc risks posed
to the CCP by the type of derivative in question. A CCP collects two types of margin from each member:
initial margin, provided when a trade is cleared, and variation margin, which is exchanged between the
CCP and the clearing member on a daily basis in an amount equal to the estimated change in market value
of the derivatives position. For example, suppose that the initial margin on arl interest rate swap position
is $10 million dollars. By the day after the trade, suppose that the market value of the swap to the CCP
has increased liOln zero al the lime of clearing 10 $2 million. The counlerparly then posls $2 million in
variation margin, and now has a total of $12 million in margin with the CCP. On the following day, we
SLlppose that the market valLle or the swap to the CCP is reduced hy $3 million, so that the swap is now
worth ncgativc $1 million to thc CCP. In rcsponsc, $3 million ofthc countcrparty's margin is rcturned to
the cOlmterparty, leaving a total of $19 million ~11marginat the CCP After each day's variation margin , .' ' "1 Comment [ba]: Would not the tnrtial
payment, assuming the payment is made promptly, the CCP has enough margin to cover an additional
margin requlrementimpose a floor, and
loss on the swap equal to the initial margin of$lO million.
lthereby leave $10 million attheCCP?
The initial margin for each type of derivatives contract is based on the volatility of changes in the market
value of that type of derivative, bearing in mind that there is a delay between the times at which a
variation margin payment is determined and the time by which the derivatives contract could be
liquidated in an orderly manner h y the CCP, should the clearing memher fail to provide the variation
margin. The initial margin should exceed, in most extreme scenarios, the change in market value of the
derivatives position over this time window. For example, per dollar of notional position size, the initial
margin for a crcdit default swap is gcncrally grcatcr than that for an intcrcst ratc swap bccausc of thc
potential of sudden changes in the credit quality of the borrowers referenced in most credit default swaps.

7 In order to distinguish the collateral posted to a central counterpart)- or exchange from the collateral used to secure uncleared
OTC derivatives transactions, in this paper, we are exclusively refening to the former as "margin." Readers should note that
margin within the centrally-cleared environment is the economic equiyulent of collateral for uncleared trades.
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The process of daily variation margin determination requires daily estimates of the fair-market prices of
each of the tvpes of derivative elcared by the CCP. Because of the costs of analysis and of setting up
pricing methods for each type of derivative cleared, as well as other fixed setup costs, it is not cost
effectivc to clcar types of dcrivativcs that arc thinly tradcd or complcx. In addition to the high cost of
handling thinly traded or complex derivatives, a CCP may face a sudden need to unwind positions held
with a failed clearing member. If forced to liquidate positions on thinly traded derivatives on short notice,
the CCP could have difficulty avoiding the losses caused by fire-sale discouuts.
For a moderately sized position in an actively traded derivative, it may take only a day or two tor the CCP
to unwind its position without incurring a severe additional fire-sale loss. For a large position in a less
actively traded type of derivative, the CCP could take much longer to unwind its position in order to
avoid causing itself a large additional fire-sale loss. Thus, the appropriate amOlllt of initial margin for
each typc of dcrivativc rcilccts both thc daily volatility of thc market value of thc dcrivative as wcll as thc
number of days that is likely to be needed tor an orderly lllWind of the position.
The initial margin required on a derivatives position could naturally be set equal to an estimate of the
daily volatility of the market value of the position, multiplied by two days plus the number of days
required to uuwind the position in an orderly marmer, and further multiplied by a satety factorS The
addition oflwo days is appropliate because the variation margin payment requested on a given day would
typically be detemlined based on the closing price of the previous day and would be payable on the
following day. If the tirst sign of trouble is the failure of a counterparty to make a margin payment, it
could thcreforc take up to two days from thc last pricc detcrmination for it to bccomc apparent to a CCP
that it must begin to unwind the eOlllterparty's position. A hypothetical calculation of the initial margin
on a derivatives position is provided in the box below.
If a CCP is successful in clearing a large quantity of derivatives trades, the CCP is itself a systemically
important financial institution. The failure of a CCP could suddenly expose many major market
participants to losses. Any such failure, moreover, is likely to have been triggered by the failure of one or
more large clearing members, and theretore to occur during a period of extreme market tragility. Thus,
while robust operational and financial controls are paramount in redLlcing the likelihood of a CCP failure,
a CCP must also havc mcthods in place tor quickly recapitalizing, or tor quickly unwinding its derivativcs
positions with minimal impact on eOlmterparty risks and on the Imderlying markets. Section VII expands
on the importance of regulatory oversight and the increased use of CCPs.

8 Ifprict: lihangt:s ov.::r sUI.:I..it:ssivt: days an;: UIu,;olTdakd, tht;::n tht: total volatility of tht: dmugt: iUlIlarkd valut: ovt:r N days i~ It:ss
than the daily volatility multiplied hy N. It is not sufficiently conservative, however, to rely on this ahsence of correlation in a

stressed-market scenario.
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Sample Calculation of Initial Margin
We give a hypothetical example of the detennination of initial margin for a given derivatives position. A
CCP and its regulator should conduct their olAon quantitative analysis and determine the sufi1ciency or
initial margin calculations based on thc risk that thc product type and position size pose.
Supposc a CCP has historically cleared an average daily notional amount of $100 million of a particular
type of derivative. An orderly un\vIDd is estimated to require the liquidation on each day of no more than
20% of the daily average clearing volume, which is $20 million in this case. A C011l1terparty wishes to
clear a trade that would result in a notional position size of $60 million. The $60 million notional position
would therefore require a 3-day safe-ull\Vlnd period. Allowing for 2 initial days to begin an unwind, the
initial margin should therefore cover the change ill market value that could occur in an extreme but
plausihle scenario over a lotal period of 5 days.
The daily volatility of a position size of $10 million notional of this type of derivative is estimated to be
$20,000. Thus. a position of $60 lnillioll rcpresents an estimated daily volatility of $120,000. Because thc
daily volatility represents a typical daily price change, and because the margin should cover a stress
scenario, we suppose that the CCP or its regulator has mandated a safety factor of 3.
The i11itia1margi11 for a position size of $60 million would then be 5 days worth of volatility multiplied by
a stress factor 01'3, \\hich is $1.8 million
$120,000 of position volatility per day, and further multiplied
in tolaL

V. Why Allow Any OTC DeriYatives Trading?

Fmm a nai've viewpoint, it would be possible to cure the risks poseu by OTC derivatives trading by
simply mandating that all derivatives trading be conducted on organized exchanges. Exchanges offer a
high standard for controlling cOlmterparty credit risk tbrough use of a CCP, price transparency, and
effective competition. The climination of the OTC markct, however, would causc more harm than good.
In order to lmderstand some of the benefits of OTC deriYatives, let's imagine what their absence would
imply.
Without OTC trading, derivatives that are not actively traded would cease to exist Exchange trading
relies on a relatively high order now, due in part to the cost of setting up exchange trading tor each new
type or derivative. Without enough trade, these setup costs cannot be recovered rrom exchange and
brokerage tees. Further, the etIective matching of supply and demand on an exchange depends on
relatively active order sLlbmission by buyers ami sellers. Thus, with only exchange-traded derivatives,
investors and operating companics would have a more rcstricted menu of derivativcs. Although many
risk-management solutions are ayailable through exchange-traded derivatives, end users would have
limited ability to obtain derivatives that are customized to their specific needs. As a result, corporations
and other investors would be 11l1able to offset certain types of business risks caused by nuctuations in
currency prices, interest rates, default risk, and energy prices, alllong lllany other sources of financial risk
that they may wish to control. Indeed, \Vhile most large corporations hedge some risks using exchange-
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traded derivatives, such as futures contracts, they ollen rely on OTC derivatives to hedge those risks for
which thcrc is no closc match available on organizcd cxchangcs.

··1

Deleted: 11

Rcmaining unhcdgcd can bc costly. For cxampk iflll1Uble to hcdgc cffcctivcly, managcrs may choosc to
avoid some projects whose lllcertain cash flows have a high present value for their shareholders out of
fear that losses resulting from lll1hedged risks could be misperceived by their shareholders or superiors as
a reflection of poor project selection or management. A failure to hedge can also increase the probability
of bankruptcy, or at least fInancial distress, which brings additional costs, such as legal fees or high
trictional costs for raising new capital \\11en distressed.
Without the opportunity to use the OTC derivatives market as an incubator for new tinancial products, the
development of many new types of derivatives would he stifled, limiting the potential for financial
innovation to spur economic growth. We now take for granted the benefits associated with access to
many types of \\idely used derivatives, such as interest-rate swaps and a rich menu of exchange-traded
options. These fmancial products originated as relatively inactively traded over-the-counter derivatives.
They later achieved a signifIcant level of trading activity among a broad spectrum of investors. If midtwentieth centruy regulation had precluded the over-the-counter trading of derivatives, many important
fInancial products would not have been developed.
Financial irmovation can also be misused. For example, products are sometimes designed \\ith
complexities that seem to have the primary purpose of exploiting the lack of sophistication of some end
users. Lcgislation and rcgulation should clcarly aim to discouragc the mis-usc of tinancial products.
Additionally, irmovation should not be used as a means of avoiding the thrust of proposed regulatory
changes, including the increased use of central counterparties. As new product types grow muse,
legislation and regulation should require a clear path for their movement to central clearing.

VI. Dealer Incentives
Dealers innovate and customi/.e in the OTC derivatives market. Tn many cases, new products are solutions
to the specitic risk-management problems oftheir clients. Some ofthese new products eventually become
actively traded. The development of new derivatives can involve substantial costs, including those for
product dcsign, pricing and risk-managcmcnt tcchnology, legal cxpcrtisc, and, if ncccssary, intcgration
into systems tor trade processing, settlement, and clearing. Dealers hope to earn a return on their
investments in product development through client fees and, if a product becomes relatively widely
traded, through rents associated with intermediation between ultimate buyers and sellers. By allowing
cOllllterparties to trade at a dealer's quoted bid and ask prices, the dealer provides liquidity to the market,
witl1 an intent to profIt on average over many trades, by buying low and selling high.
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Even after an OTe derivatives product has achieved relatively active trading, and wOldd be suitable for
exchange trading, dealers have an incentive to maintain the wider bid-ask spreads that they can obtain in
the OTe market relative to the spreads that might apply to the same product on an exchange, where
buyers and sellers can more directly compete for the same trade. Further, exchangcs arc morc likely to
match ultimate buyers directly to ultimate sellers, reducing the fraction of trades intermediated by dealers.
Thus, from the viewpoint of their profits, dealers may prefer to reduce the migration of derivatives trading
from the OTe market to central exchanges. Once over-the-counter liquidity is established for a financial
product, market participants may also prefer to continue to trade in the OTe mar'ket because that may
allow better execution (lower ettective bid-ask spreads) than available on an exchange that has yet to
establish active trading. "Liquidity tends to stay where it is."
In summary, some derivatives trading can be inefficiently "trapped" in the OTe market because of a lack

of incentives for individual market participants to migrate trom the OTe market to exchanges. The
economic benefits of innovation and customization otlered by the OTe market are thus to be weighed
against losses of market efficiency for products that, although sufficiently actively traded to justifY
exchange trading, have yet to make that migration. The answer to this tradeoff is not "exchange trading
or nothing at all." There is a societal benefit associated with some customized OTe products, even with
their relatively expensive etleetive tees. For products that achieve a measure of liquidity and
standardi/.ation in the OTe market, migration to more centrali/.ed trading venues should be encouraged
by regulators. Later in this paper, we consider the role played by electronic derivatives trading plattorms,
which expose bids and offers to multiple participants in the over-the-counter market, thus offering a
useful middle ground between exchange trading and traditional bilateral OTe trade negotiation. If,
however, market participants are forced to migrate to exchanges and electronic trading plattorms too
aggressively, then dealers may find that their original costs of innovation are unlikely to be recovered
from future intermediation tees. Some useful new or customized financial products may be stifled. This
could imply lost opportunities for risk management and, potentially, less market liquidity. Effective
opportunities for risk management are important ingredients to economic grmvth in the broader economy.

VII.

Further Needed Improvements

Despite the signiticant recent improvements in market intrastmcture outlined above,
pose systemic risks that should be addressed with liJrther improvements.

ore derivatives still

Reducing counterparty exposure and systemic risk through market design and regulatory
oversight: Rather than terminating a contract before its tlnal maturity, which is operationally
cumbersome and costly, novation, as described previously, is a typical and efficient way to exit a
derivatives the position. Novation etlectively passes the position to another party willing to take the trade.
(See the appendix for a brief description of novation.) In the days leading up to the failures of Bear
Steams and Lehman Brothers, some of the eounterparties of these dealers novated their trades to other
dealers, based on an unusual motive. Rather than maintaining their exposures to either Bear or Lehman,
they rationalJy prefened to novate their derivatives to dealers that were perceived to be more
creditworthy. They reacted out of fear that their payments from these weakened dealers, or the collateral
they had posted with these dealers, would be lost, or at least held up during bankmptcy proceedings.
Untortunately, these novations took cash collateral and valuable business opportunities away trom the
already weakened dealers, adding to their strains in a vvay that may have contributed to their failures.
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The risks posed by "counterparty nms" through novation can be addressed in part by the increased use or
clearing. Propcrly dcsigncd CCPs maintain high collatcral standards that mitigatc the exposure risks to
their counterparties. Further, even in the face of heightened fears of counterparty defaults, a CCP has
strict legal or contractual limits on its discretion to "nm." Thus, more extensive usc of clearing will lower
the systemic risk associated with nms by derivatives counterparties. Because, moreover, well regulated
ecps are held to high standards for collateral and guarantee funds, their counterparties should have no
need to nm from them. This also reinforces the importance of maintaining strict sateguards on the safety
and soundness of ecps, given their intended role of absorbing systemic risk.
Only some types or OTe derivatives are now cleared. These include, ror example, certain actively traded
credit derivatives, some common forms of interest-rate svvaps, and some energy derivatives. Of these
"eligible" types ofOTC derivatives, those for which clearing has been set up, not all positions are actually
cleared; the decision of which positions to clear has to this point been left to the discretion of market
participants. Currently, for example, the major OTC derivatives dealers report that approximately 70% of
the outstanding interest-rate swaps negotiated between dealers in the OTC market have been cleared.
On September 8, 2009, tifteen major OTC derivatives dealers wrote to their bank supervisors, including
the Federal Reserve, detailing the targets shown in Table 2 tor the tractions of their clearing-eligible
credit default swaps and interest-rate swaps that would be centrally cleared by October 2009 and by
December 2009, respectively.
Table 2. Dealers' Commitments to Increase Central Clearing
On September 8, 2009, a collection of major derivatives dealers made individual commitments to submit specified
propOitions of their own population of eligible trades to a central clearinghouse. and also made a collective industry
commitment to reduce the proportion of uncleared eligible derivatiyes trades. "Eligible" products are those
supported for clearing by a recognized central counterparty. Dealers should further increase the fractions of their
derivatives trades that are cleared. In 2010. regulators will demand an increase in the suite of clearing-eligible
products.
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Credit DeriYatives
Deginning October 2009:
Each dealer individually committed to submitting at least 95% of new eligible trades for
•
clearing (calculated on a notional basis).
Collectiyely. all dealers committed to clearing at least 80% (on a weighted ayerage notional
basis) of all new eligible trades. (Not all trades that are submitted are necessarily cleared: the
counterparty to the original trade must also submit, and the two submissions must be successfully
processed by the central clearing counterparty.)

•

For the month of October 2009, the 15 dealers on average, actually submitted 92% of their new eligible trades fo
clearing (with the median at 98%), and collectively cleared 94%.
Interest Rate Derivatives
Deginning December 2009:
Each dealer indiyidually commits to submitting 90% of new eligible trades (calculated on a
•
notional basis).
Collectiyely. all dealers commit to centrally clearing 70% of new eligible trades (calculated on
a weighted ayerage notional basis).
Collectively, of the population of products that have historically been eligible. all dealers
•
commit to clearing 60%) (calculated on a weighted ayerage notional basis).

•

Because clearing has not, to this point been mandated or received sutliciently tavorable regulatory capital
treatment, dealers have chosen what to clear ami what not to clear hased largely on the costs o[ clearing
and on thcir own risk managcmcnt bcnefits from clcaring. Naturally, cach individual dcaler docs not havc
the incentive to consider as well the systemic risk associated with Imcleared derivatives. Analogous to air
pollution, thc systcmic risk associatcd with unclcared dcrivativcs rcprcscnts a "ncgativc cxtcrnality" that
may be appropriately treated "ith regulatory pressure or incentives. For example, it would be natural to
set minimum regulatory capital requirements for cleared derivatives materially lower than those for
uncleared derivatives.
In addition to requiring that a tInancial institution, say a bank, holds enough capital to protect itsel(

regulators should require hanks to hold capital in Iigh1 oflhe risks that il imposes on olhers. Currently, the
minimum capital that a regulated tinancial institution, say a banle, must hold against the risk posed by an
over -the-counter derivatives position is based on the credit quality of its cOlmterparty and the loss that it
could suffer if its countcrparty fails to pcrform. Thc intcnt is to mitigate the risk that the regulated
financial institution in question could fail from a loss of "receivables" on its derivatives. This capital
requirement does not, however, provide a direct incentive to the bank to lower the exposure of its
counterparties to the failure of the bank itself, that is, the potential losses of others that are based on the
bank's payables. trhe regulatory treatment of the bank should eneolilage the bank to lower the exposure of
its eounterparties to its O\vn failur~. Most importantly, regulations should favor the provision of collateral
10 counterpar1ies and Ule clearing lllore of derivatives positions.
Whenever ditIerent types of derivatives are cleared with the same CCP, rather than at distinct CCPs,
counterparty exposures arc further reduced, on average, through the netting of positive position values in
some derivative types against negative position values in others. Market participants may therefore prefer
a single CCP, at least within a particular asset class, in order to have more efficient risk reduction and
collateral allocation. For example, suppose that an investor has derivatives positions with CCP A that
have a positive market value of $100 million (that is, in favor the investor), and positions with CCP 13
that have a negative market value of the same amount, $100 million. Ifthere were only one CCP, these

. Comment [b3]: Doesn't the
cQunterparty have incentive to reduce its
exposure to the initial bank? Why would
not the counterparty's incentive to

reduce exposure lead to the desired
result?
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exposures would net to /ero. AlthOllgh margin can be used to reduce exposLlre risk, the ability to manage
countcrparty risks safely is much cnhanccd by having a single CCP in this casc, rathcr than two or morc.
A single CCP, in this example, would imply that neither the investor nor the CCP are currently exposed to
cach othcr's dcfault, and would rcducc thc cxpcctcd amount of cxposurc at a futurc dcfault, cvcn aftcr
applying collateral. Furthermore, because posting margin is a material cost of participating in a CCP,
market participants have an additional incentive to clear more if they can reduce the amount of collateral
to post against their exposures. Regulators should therefore encourage methods for reducing the use of
collateral whenever this can be done without increasing systemic risk. In pmticular, the joint clearing of
different derivative products in the same CCP improves the opportunity to net positive against negative
counterparty exposures, and increases the incentives Illr market participants to clear their derivatives
trades, without increasing systemic risk. It is crucial, however, that a CCP should not increase the range
of products that it clears without also obtaining the expertise necessary to safely handle all of the products
that it clcars. This cxpcrtisc is cspcciallv important to thc dcsign of safc margin schcmcs and for dcfault
management; regulators will surely wish to monitor for its presence.
While the cost of pledging collateral is an important consideration, market participants should also
evaluate such CCP design elements as the size of the guarmltee fund, the regime for information
reporting, and procedures tor detault management, including margin sales and position unwinds. A CCP
should hold margin and guarantee funds only in the most highly liquid low-volatility assets, such as cash
or short-term government securities, which can be used tor the immediate or almost-immediate settlement
of claims. Regulators should ensure that a CCP satisfies strict liquidity criteria, both for the forms of
margin that it collccts from markct participants and also for its own invcstmcnts.
Regulators, for their part, will strive to ensure that the risk-management design of a CCP is robust, but
should othenvise refrain from determining \\hich CCPs should prevail by imposing geographical criteria,
or by policies that would inhibit market forces from consolidating CCPs. (Consolidation may allow
market participants to benetit from netting and other economies.) In order to combat the tendency of a
CCP toward monopolistic behavior, regulators should impose additional restrictions or regulatory
requirements, such as requiring tair and open access and setting good governance standards. Similarly,
regulators ShOLlld monitor any potential tendencies for CCPs handling similar products to compete for
markct sharc by offcring wcak rcquircmcnts for margin or participation in guarantcc funds.
Regulators should also consider the implications of classifications of derivatives for purposes of
regulatory oversight that could artiticially divide the market, operationally. For example, regulations
should not impede the ability of market participants to consolidate the clearing of different products
within the same CCP whenever that is economically efficient and safe. Regulations should not promote
inetlicient methods of clearing or unnecessarily costly margin and participation arrangements for market
participants.
One proposal to address the challenges created by a market with multiple CCPs is a requirement that
CCPs allow participants to move open positions from one CCP to another. In principle, this
"intcropcrability" could bring bcnefits to thc markct. For cxample, in thc cvcnt that onc CCP docs not
achieve sutlicient clearing volume for certain products, market participants could transter their open
positions to another without the need to unwind and replace their positions. Interoperability would also
allow market participants the option to consolidate their trades into one CCP in order to take advantage of
the netting of positions tor lllm·gining purposes. In practice however, operational, legal and risk
management issues make interoperability ditlicult and costly for the toreseeable future. Interoperability
should be a design element for CCPs for future consideration.
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Glohally, regLdators and other financial market authorities are already coordinating on a regular hasis to
formulatc a consistcnt approach to thc ovcrsight and minimum standards of CCPs. Thc Ncw York Fcd has
led the formation of the OTC Derivatives Regulators Fomm, a group of over 40 regulators meeting
rcgularly to coordinatc ovcrsight and addrcss issucs pcrtincnt to CCPs and tradc rcpositorics.
In the near teml, regulators should support the increased use of clearing by working with market
participants on common targets for the fractions of their derivatives exposures that are either eliminated
through compression trades, as described in Table I above, or cleared. This calls for increasing the range
of derivatives that are eligible tor clearing (among those that are sufficiently actively traded to justifY
clearing), as well as increasing the fractions of eligihle positions that are cleared. Although market
participants might not individually choose to incur the cost of clearing more of their derivatives
exposures, they collectively benetIt from the market-wide use of clearing, and would be more inclined to
agrcc to thc incrcascd usc of clcaring if all markct participants arc held to common high standards in this
respect. As soon as international harmonization of capital regulations allow, better incentives for the
increased use of clearing should also be built into those capital regulations. Meanwhile, periodic public
reporting of the degree to which major market participants use clearing \vill provide useful risk
management information to creditors and other counterparties, and may also serve the purpose of
stimulating the enorts of any lagging market participants.

Improving market and price transparency with glohal trade repositories and with pre-trade and
post-trade price reporting: As mcntioned abovc, thcrc havc bccn significant improvcmcnts in thc
transparency of the market for credit derivatives on corporate and sovereign debt, made possible by the
credit derivatives trade information collected by the DTCe. Further improvements in this direction are
coming on line, with the additional comprehensive trade repositories for other types of derivatives that
market participants have committed to their regulators develop9 By having unfettered access to detailed
data through global trade repositories, regulators are in a better position to monitor risk taking by
individualmarkel participants as well as concentrations or exposures to individual market participants or
to specitic asset classes. Regulators can also explore the sizes and depths of the markets, as well as the
nature of the prmiLlcts heing traded. With this infornlation, regulators aTe hetter ahle to identity ami
control risky markct practiccs, and arc bcttcr positioncd to anticipatc largc markct movcmcnts. Ccrtain
legal and operational barriers, including data privacy laws and intormation security standards, will need to
bc addrcsscd. As a rcsult, rcgulators in jurisdictions whcrc OTe dcrivativcs arc tradcd should continuc
their enorts to ensure that the global trade repositories provide unfettered access to their data to the
appropriate systemic, pmdential and market regulators, including trade level data.

Price and volume data enhance the ability of counterparties and other potential creditors to manage their
exposure risks and to set to aside the amounts of capital appropriate to cushion potential losses. Pricing
data can also limit disputes hetween parties over collateral amounts due.
Public investors at large, without more comprehensive information on the OTe derivatives market, could
rcact rashly in thc facc of unccrtainty ovcr cxposurc levels in thc dcrivativcs markct. Transparcncv can
have a calming influence on trading patterns at the onset of a potential financial crisis, and thus act as a
source of market stability to a wider range of markets, including those for equities and bonds. Public
intormation on OTC derivatives should be made available by both ecps and trade repositories.
'} In a June 2, 2009 letter to regulators, market participants promised to create central data repositories for interest rate derivatives

hy Decemher 31. 2009 and equity derivatives for July 31,2010. For more information, see the following link:
http://newyorkfed.org/newsevents/news!marketsI2009/060209letter. pdf
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Disclosure hy these utilities shmdd provide insight into counterparty credit risks hy including aggregate
mcasurcs of cxposurc and margin. Position data should bc relcascd to thc public only aftcr somc delay
and aggregation, along the lines of the aggregate CDS position data released by the DTCC. The
publication of dctailed rcal-timc positions for cach inycstor would limit thc ability of invcstors to build or
reduce positions at prices near those that had recently been available in the market. Privacy, in this
respect, improves the incentives of investors to invest in the collection of fundamental information. This,
in tlml, enhances the price-discovery function of derivatives markets and improves the provision of
liquidity to hedgers and those anxious to exit their positions. These utilities should provide complete and
unfettered regulatory access to trade level information for prudential and market regulators.
Improving the price transparency of the OTC derivative markets could also increase the competitiveness
and the efficiency of risk sharing, by making it easier for investors to detennine "going prices." For
cxample, TRACE, a systcm for disscminating csscntially all transactions priccs in thc ovcr-thc-countcr
markets for corporate and mlmicipal bonds, was established in 2002. 10 IRACE reports transactions prices
after a brief delay, providing investors some insight into the range of prices at which they are likely to be
able to execute their next trades. This can improve the ability of investors, particularly those who are not
dealers, to "shop around," that is, to determine more easily whether to accept the bids and offers quoted to
them, and also allows them to better monitor the quality of price execution that they have received on
lheir past lrades.
Post-trade price transparency nevertheless falls short of the price transparency availahle in typical
cxchangc-tradcd markcts, whcrc thc bcst available bid and offcr arc providcd to all markct participants
nearly instantly. In some OTC derivatives markets, a TRACE-like post-trade price transparency system
could act as a partial substitute for the price transparency offered by derivatives exchanges. Such a posttrade price transparency system v.. ould add relatively little additional transparency in the most actively
traded OTC derivatives, such as simple interest-rate swaps and widely followed credit-derivative index
products, for which the going price is already relatively easy to detennine from financial nev·;s services.
For highly CUslollliLed derivative products, price reporling would also be less valuable, because tile lerms
of such contracts would be of limited use to other market participants tor comparison shopping, and
would he more costly to disseminate intelligihly. There is a wide range or moderately actively traded
dcrivativcs, howcvcr, for which TRACE-likc pricc rcporting could offcr substantial improvcmcnts in
market efficiency.
Another potential approach to improving OTC transparency and market efficiency is offered by electronic
trading piatton11S (ETPs). An ETP has some of the attributes of an exchange, in that ETP market
participants can post quotes on a screen that is visible to other ETP market participants. Unlike an
exchange, however, many ETPs do not automatically match bids and otTers in order to execute trades.
Typically, once a buyer and seller express interest in a trade at a posted price, an inter-dealer broker
would assist them in negotiating a final trade. FTPs typically serve only a narrow range or major market
participants, including dealers. Many other market participants in over-the-counter derivatives do not
have access to ETPs, as they would to an exchange-based market. ETPs are already used somewhat
cxtcnsively in ccrtain ovcr-thc-countcr markcts, for cxample thosc for standard intcrcst-ratc swaps and
equity options. ETPs are only effective for relatively actively traded derivatives whose terms are sinlple
10 For research on the implications of a lack of price transparency in over-the-counter markets for corporate and municipal
bonds, and ofthe implications of TRACE, see Bessembinder, H., and W. l\fm.;well, "Markets: Transparency and the Corporate
Bond Market," Journal ofEconomic Perspectives 22, 2008, pp. 217-234: Edwards, i\.. K., L. E. Harris, and M S. Piwowar,
"Corporate Bond 'vlarket Transaction Costs and Transparency," Journal ofFinance 62, June 2007, pp. 1421-1451; Goldstein,
'vI., E. IIotchkiss, and E. Sirri, "Transparency and Liquidity: A Controlled Experiment on Corporate Donds," Review o{Til1al1ciai
Studies 20, 2007, pp. 235-273: and Green, R., B. Hollifield. and "\I. Schurhoft; "Financial Intermediation and the Costs of Trading
in an Opaljue Market;' Review ufFlYlunc'iul Studios 20, 2007, pp. 275-314.
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ami standardil',ed. OTC derivatives that are natLlrally suited to ETP trading are also likely to he amenahle
to ccntral clcaring, Furthcr, E1P tradc data arc casily capturcd, stored, and disscminatcd clcctronically,
For sufficiently actively traded derivatives, E1Ps allow more price transparency and competition than
available through completcly privatc bilatcral ncgotiation in the OTC market Thcy lowcr scarch costs by
improving the ability of market participants to more quickly determine the range of prices at which they
could potentially execute a trade, and to more quickly and easily identifY a counterparty offering
attractive tenns, Policies should support the growth and breadtll of participation in E1Ps for any
sufficiently simple and actively traded derivatives, Unless a broad range of non-dealer market participants
are given access to electronic trading plattarms, however, the use of ETPs ""ill not alleviate concerns over
the lack of transparency and competition of over-the-counter markets.
Legislators are proposing to mandate trade execution of standard OTC derivatives on exchanges or
rcgulatcd cntitics known as altcrnativc swap cxeeution tacilities (ASEFs} Execution on an ASEF is
intended to reduce the likelihood of market manipulation through established standards for trading
procedures and record keeping, Policies should clearly outline the minimum expectations for trade
execution through ASEFs, including breadth of participation among market participants as well as price
transparency, Automated trade processing on such a facility does not, by itself, achieve some of the
important benefits that are intended tor an ASEF,

Counterparty risk management through robust collateral management practices and aggressive
trade compression: Because, as we have explained, it is ineffective to clear thinly traded or customized
derivatives, the careful management of bilateral cOlmterparty risk tor lmcleared derivatives will remain
important

Collateral is exchanged between parties in order to secure the value of a transaction against counterparty
failure, Of any two parties that hold derivatives contracts with each other, the present value of future cash
is positive Ill! one of them, who is said to be "in tire money," TIre in-the-money party is thus exposed to
the detimlt of the out-ot~the-money party, and often receives collateral trom the out-ot~the-money party,
which can he used to defray the costs of unwinding the position should the out-of-the-money party
default The amount of collateral hcld can reflect the net value of the derivatives positions, their volatility,
and the quality of the collateral, as well as the creditworthiness of the counterparty.
The precise collateral arrangements betvveen the two parties are negotiated in a separate contract In
addition to the daily collateral exchanges, dealers often request additional up-front collateral (known as
"the independent amount") from their clients, that is held for the life of a derivatives position as a security
against the credit risk of that client TIlis is similar to initial margin collected by central clearing
counterparties, Following the Lehman bankruptcy, many end users tound themselves in the position of
Lffisecured creditors to T,ehman, forced to make claims on the independent amount of collateral that they
had posted to Lehman, This has highlighted the importance of having the collateral of end users
segregated from a dealer's own assets. Market participants are currently considering methods to ensure
that their independent-amount collateral remains remote from the bankruptcies oftheir counterparties, ,
Market participants should maintain high collateral standards with each other. The option to compete for
market share or tor better price terms by lowering collateral requirements opportunistically must be
avoided, In this context, industry-wide minimum collateral standards, supervision, and, if necessary,
regulation, can all play useful roles, Likewise, high operational standards for collateral management are
needed. Prudent collateral management means that firms react in a timely manner to market information
by revaluing their porttolios, and by making collateral calls or posting additional collateral soon
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aflerward. This is especially critical during stressed market sitLwtions, when volatile price swings C,ll
quickly lead to large changes in a tirm's exposure to its eounterparties, and when collateral might need to
be liquidated if a eounterparty fails. Frequent and timely reactions to market moves also decrease the
likelihood that disagreements between parties will arise over the amount of collateral they arc
contractually required to exchange.
In order to decrease collateral disputes, fimrs should engage in a regular reconciliation process, in which

they ensure, with each counterparty, that their respective records match on all ofthe key economic details
of their derivatives and collateral positions. Among major dealers, an independent third party could
perl()rm the reconciliations, identifying those trades for which there is a failure to match.
For disputes that do arise over the valuation of trades, parties should resolve them immediately. In
practice, if counterparties disagree over the amount of collateral to be exchanged, and if neither side
relents, the result may be a failure to exchange appropriate collateraL Recently, market participants
released a new procedure for resolving collateral disputes, using strict timelines and ensuring the
exchange of collateral while the dispute is ongoing. During the dispute period, the higher of the collateral
amounts proposed by the two parties is required, as a matter of conservatism. The dispute is resolved by
valuation according to a specified market polling procedure. Regulators should require market
participants to resolve collateral disputes using this new method.
Lastly, with hilateral trades that are not cleared major market partIcIpants tend to huild offsetting
positions within the same product type and with different counterparties. In many cases, the offsetting
positions serve no useful business purpose and create couuterparty risk Market participants should
continue to engage in regular market-wide portfolio compression exercises to eliminate these reduudant
positions, which contribute urmecessarily to both eounterparty credit exposure and operational risk
VIII.

Conclusion: Addressing the Problems Identified

The New York Fed plans to address the problems that we have identitied in the ore derivatives market
hy advocating for improvements in counterparty risk management, especially central clearing and rohust
collateralization, while preserving the market's incentives for product innovation and customization,
which contribute significantly to economic growth. The New York Fed encourages the use of exchanges
and electronic trading platforms in order to promote market efficiency for those derivatives products that
are economically viable for trading on these respective venues. There will remain a population of
customized derivatives that are more suitably negotiated or risk-managed bilaterally. \Iv'hether or not
derivatives contracts are traded or cleared centrally, there must be high standards for collateral
arrangements, operational infrastructure, and transparency.
Regulation and improvements in the market shoLlld not overemphasi/.e a focus on one risk-reducing
element of the market design without giving consideration to how the individual component tit together
with the rest of the market intrastmcture. The components will need to fimction robustly on their own and
synchronously. Regulation must encourage improvements that arc holistic and employ a long-term vision
of how OTe derivatives market intrastrueture affects the entire financial system. The New York Fed ",rill
encourage market participants to set and meet corresponding targets, and ",ill contribute to the design of
supporting regulations.
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Appendix: Novation

How a Novation Works

Original trade between A and B

8· ·8
The Novation Process
1.
to
2.
3.

Original trade is between Party A and Party B; Party B wants to exit Its trade position with party A and agrees
pass on the position to party c. Party B (step-out party) assigns the trade to party C (step-in party)
Party A IS informed that party C will step into the trade and grants consent to B to pass it on.
There IS a new counterparty relationship between party A and party C

Step 2- A is informed that C will
step into the trade and grants
consent to 8 to step out of the
trade

Step 3- A new counterparty
relationship is formed between
AandC

C

B

(step-in

(step-out
party)

party)

Step 1-8 agrees to
assign the trade to C

Result:

new trade between A and C
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Appendix: Pllrtflllill Cllmpressilln

How Portfolio Compression Works
1. Three parties all trading with each other

2. Portfolio compression across multiple
parties

A
Net Seller:

Sell $5 mil

$5 mil

,

,

Se;"$10 mil

/

Sell $10" mil

Trade Terminated

Trade Terminated

G
3. Result: One trade between the parties that reflects economics

(5=':~:':Z)
In prod uct X:
-Party A buys S5 million of protection from C but seils $10 million protection to B;
Party A is a net seller of $5 million in product X.
-Party B has two credit derivatives positions In product X. It buys $10 million of protection
from party A and sells the exact same amount of protection to party C. so Its net position In
product X IS zero
-Party C sells $5 miliion of protection to A but buys $10 million from B. C is a net buyer of
$5 million in product X:
2. "Portfolio compression" eliminates the two trades that B has with A and C, and creates a
replacement trade between A and C taking into account their original trade.
3. The result: There is now one trade across ali three parties without affecting the economics of the
original two trades
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